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Abstract—Highly specific interaction with foreign molecules is a unique feature of antibodies. Since 1975, when Keller and
Milstein proposed the method of hybridoma technology and prepared mouse monoclonal antibodies, many antibodies specific to various antigens have been obtained. Recent development of methods for preparation of recombinant DNA libraries
and in silico bioinformatics approaches for protein structure analysis makes possible antibody preparation using gene engineering approaches. The development of gene engineering methods allowed creating recombinant antibodies and improving characteristics of existing antibodies; this significantly extends the applicability of antibodies. By modifying biochemical and immunochemical properties of antibodies by changing their amino acid sequences it is possible to create antibodies
with properties optimal for certain tasks. For example, application of recombinant technologies resulted in antibody preparation of high affinity significantly exceeding the initial affinity of natural antibodies. In this review we summarize information about the structure, modes of preparation, and application of recombinant antibodies and their fragments and also consider the main approaches used to increase antibody affinity.
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The development of the method of monoclonal antibody preparation by means of the hybridoma technology
proposed by Keller and Milstein in 1975 significantly
influenced both fundamental science and clinical practice. Owing to a unique feature of specific and high affinity interaction with antigens, monoclonal antibodies are
actively used in scientific studies and in therapy of various
diseases. Antibodies now represent one third of the total
number of proteins used for therapy of various diseases in
developed countries [1].
During the last 15 years the development of recombinant DNA technologies and creation of combinatorial
Abbreviations: CH, constant domain of heavy chain; CL, constant domain of light chain; CDR, complementarity determining regions; Fab, antigen-binding fragment; Fc, crystallizable
fragment; FR, framework regions; Fv, variable fragment; HC,
immunoglobulin heavy chain; Ig, immunoglobulins; IgG,
immunoglobulins G; LC, immunoglobulin light chain; SDR,
specificity determining regions; VH, variable domain of heavy
chain; VL, variable domain of light chain.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

gene libraries and also appearance of various bioinformatics resources and methods of computer-aided modeling of three-dimensional structures of protein molecules
have made it possible to prepare and improve recombinant antibodies. Using recombinant technologies it is
possible to insert various modifications into antibody
sequences, influence their biochemical and immunochemical properties [2], and increase antibody affinity. A
clear advantage of recombinant technologies also is the
possibility of preparation of recombinant analogs of existing antibodies and also de novo creation of antibodies specific to various antigens.
Many reviews highlighting various methods of
recombinant antibody preparation have been published
[2-9]. However, from our viewpoint little attention has
been given to the problem and methodology of artificially increasing the affinity of recombinant antibodies. This
review includes two main parts. In the first one we consider in detail the structure, preparation, and practical
application of recombinant antibodies and their fragments. In the second part we systematize the main
approaches used for preparation of high affinity recombi-
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nant antibodies: from the methods of random or sitedirected mutagenesis to recombinant DNA technologies
for antibody production. Special attention is given to
computer-aided modeling that predicts three-dimensional structure of antibodies and identifies amino acid
residues that make the major contribution to
antibody–antigen interaction and which can be replaced
by other residues to create antibodies with increased
affinity.

ANTIBODIES: STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS,
AFFINITY MATURATION in vivo,
AND PRACTICAL APPLICATION
Antibodies (immunoglobulins) are a family of glycoproteins existing in blood plasma and tissue fluids of vertebrates; they can recognize and bind foreign substances
(antigens). The antigen site that specifically interacts with
an antibody is known as an epitope, and the antibody site
interacting with an antigen is known as a paratope [10]. In
this chapter, using immunoglobulins G, we consider
structure of antibodies, their main functions, the process
of their affinity maturation in vivo, and also some aspects
of application of antibodies in scientific studies, diagnostics, and therapy of various diseases.

Structure of Immunoglobulins
In most mammals five different classes of
immunoglobulins (Ig) have been found: IgG, IgA, IgM,
IgD, and IgE. Antibodies of various classes differ in size,
charge, amino acid composition, and content of the carbohydrate component. Normally, IgG predominate in
human serum and they usually represent about 70-75% of
the total amount of serum antibodies [10-12]. The IgG
antibody molecule is composed of four polypeptide
chains: two identical heavy chains (HC) with molecular
mass of 50-77 kDa and two identical light chains (LC)
with molecular mass of 25 kDa (Fig. 1; see color insert).
Each LC contains two domains: one variable domain (VL,
variable domain of the light chain) and one constant
domain (CL1, constant domain of the light chain); each
HC contains one variable domain (VH, variable domain of
the heavy chain) and three constant domains (CH1-3,
constant domains of the heavy chain). Each domain is
mainly a β-sheet structure formed by seven antiparallel βstrands forming two β-sheets. The structure of each Ig
domain is stabilized by an intradomain disulfide bond. In
addition, disulfide bonds are also formed between light
and heavy chains as well as between heavy chains. Each
pair of variable domains VH and VL located within neighboring heavy and light chains form one variable fragment
(Fv). Amino acid variability differs inside variable
domains. The highest level of variability is in the so-called
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hypervariable regions known as complementarity determining regions (CDR), which determine complementarity of antigen–antibody interaction. Variable domains of
heavy and light chains contain three CDR (VLCDR1-3,
VHCDR1-3). In the amino acid sequence of the variable
domain these regions alternate with four relatively invariant regions known as the framework regions (FR1-FR4),
which represent about 80% of the amino acid sequence of
V-domains. The role of these regions is the maintenance
of similar three-dimensional structure of the V-domain,
which is required for specific interaction of the hypervariable regions with antigen [10, 12].
The variable domains of light and heavy chains (VH
and VL) together with the nearest constant domains (CH1
and CL1) form antibody Fab-fragments (fragment, antigen binding). The remaining part represented by the Cterminal heavy chain constant domains is defined as the
Fc-fragment (fragment, crystallizable). Fab and Fc fragments are linked by the hinge region, which provides relative flexibility of fragments of the antibody molecules
and contains disulfide bonds linking heavy chains to each
other [10, 12].
As mentioned above, CDR play a key role in the
antibody–antigen interaction. These hypervariable
regions are loops located between β-sheets, which significantly vary in amino acid sequence and length in various
antibodies. CDR provide complementarity of paratope
and epitope surfaces, and this determines antigen recognizing capacity of apical regions of the variable domains.
Epitope recognition on the complementary antigen surface by the three-dimensional structure formed by six
loops of CDR is a basis for antibody–antigen interaction.
In the case of antibodies specific to small antigens (such
as low molecular weight compounds) only some CDR are
involved into interaction with the antigen [13]. Usually
VHCDR (especially VHCDR3) rather than VLCDR make
major contribution into contact formation with the antigen and the geometrical center of the antibody–antigen
contact is usually located near VHCDR3 [13]. CDR
residues directly involved in contact with the antigen are
called specificity determining regions (SDR). Analyzing
three-dimensional structure of the antibody–antigen
complex, it is possible to identify amino acid residues
directly involved in contact with the antigen. Certain evidence exists that FR may also be involved into antigen
recognition, but their role is rather modest: the proportion of such sites may reach 15% of surface contact sites
participating in antibody–antigen contacts [13-15].
Antibody–antigen complexes are characterized by
high complementarity in their interacting surfaces. The
interaction surface of protein antigen and antibody varies
from 1400 to 2300 Å2 with approximately equal contribution of antibody (650-900 Å2) and antigen [16]. Usually
from 5 to 15 residues of protein antigens and approximately the same number of antibody residues are involved
in the antibody–antigen interaction [16, 17]. However,
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smaller antigens (e.g. low molecular weight antigens)
have smaller contact area during antibody binding. The
shape of the antibody–antigen contacting surface significantly depends on the antigen size. The antibody contact
surface becomes more concave as the antigen becomes
smaller. Usually the antibody contact surface involved in
binding of protein molecules is planar, whereas the surface binding smaller antigens represents a groove (in the
case of peptides) or a single cavity (in the case of low
molecular weight nonpeptide substances) [13, 18]. The
spatial structure of the antigen binding site is determined
by the length and amino acid composition of CDR loops.
The CDR3 loops are characterized by significant flexibility, which makes possible mutual epitope–paratope adaptation. In the case of small antigens (including peptides)
the conformation flexibility may be more pronounced
compared with protein antigens. The main types of conformation flexibility include concerted translocations of
several CDR loops and changes in side group location in
some CDR residues. Antigens are also characterized by
conformational changes during their interactions with
antibodies.
The interaction between epitope and paratope amino
acid residues mainly occurs due to hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions, and to a lesser extent van der Waals
interactions [13, 19]. Some studies revealed that the
structures of many complexes formed by protein antigens
and antibodies contain water molecules in the paratope
regions within common structure. It is suggested that in
such complexes water molecules are required for filling
complementarity gaps between the protein antigen molecule and the antibody [18, 20, 21].
The antibody antigen binding energy is mainly determined by a small number of interactions between epitope
and paratope amino acid residues. Substitution of such
amino acid residues in the natural antigen or antibody
variants for alanine is often accompanied by decreased
binding of antibody and antigen (see below). Selection of
alanine as the candidate for possible substitution is determined by the fact that this is the mildest mode of elimination of interactions determined by the amino acid side
group without appearance of additional interactions.
Experiments of epitope and paratope mapping revealed
so-called hotspots: the amino acids that make the major
contribution to the antibody–antigen interaction. Such
residues are usually located in the central part of the epitope–paratope interaction site. Peripheral residues contacting with the aqueous medium make significantly
smaller contribution to the antibody–antigen binding
energy [16]. In addition to amino acid residues directly
involved into interaction with the antigen, there are other
residues that play an important role in antigen recognition; they play a structural role and determine correct
spatial positioning of the contact surfaces. These residues
maintain certain conformation of CDR loops required
for interaction with antigen [22].

Immunoglobulin Functions
B-Lymphocytes synthesize antibodies in response to
the appearance of antigens in humans and other vertebrate organisms. Antibodies are involved in several
processes occurring in the immune system: 1) prevention
of penetration of foreign (including pathogenic) molecules into cells and their degradation due to complex formation with antibodies; 2) stimulation of elimination of
foreign objects by macrophages and other cells by means
of antibody interaction with their surface antigens
(opsonization); 3) triggering of mechanisms of foreign
particle degradation by stimulating the immune response
(activation of the complement system).
Antibodies of all isotypes have two main functions: 1)
recognition and binding of antigens; 2) effector functions
that include binding to cell membrane receptors (e.g.
phagocytes) and interaction with the first component of
the complement system for initiation of the classical pathway of the complement cascade. Effective recognition and
binding of antigens by antibodies requires high antibody
specificity needed for recognition of the particular antigen
and high antibody affinity for formation of stable antibody–antigen complex. Variable domains of antibodies
are involved in the first function. Constant domains maintain structural organization of variable domains; they also
play effector functions promoting neutralization and elimination of potential pathogens. Neutralization of some
viruses and toxins requires only interaction with the antibody, whereas elimination of pathogenic microorganisms
or endogenous cells not controlled by the organism needs
triggering of other effector mechanisms such as phagocytosis and cytotoxic reactions. In this case antibody Fabfragments bind to surface cell antigens, whereas Fc-fragments of such antibodies may interact with complement
system proteins, which kill cells by membrane perforation
or with Fc-cell receptors localized on the surface of
immune system cells capable of phagocytosis [23]. Thus,
the presence of the Fc-fragment and Fab-fragments in the
antibody molecule accounts for its capacity to recognize
particular antigen and to activate the system of elimination of foreign substances and some endogenous cells.
To recognize and bind each particular antigen, antibodies should pass through the affinity maturation
process.

Affinity Maturation of Antibodies in vivo
Antibodies recognize millions of different antigens
due to huge diversity of their binding sites. Information
about different variants and antibody sequence is not originally coded in the genome; it is created in B-lymphocytes
by recombination of a limited number of gene segments.
In human and mouse genomes there are families of IgG
genes grouped into three independent genetic loci: two of
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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them code IgG light chains and one locus codes IgG
heavy chain. Each of these families includes many genes
coding variable domains and single genes coding constant
domains. These groups of genes are located at significant
distance from each other. In the first stage LC and HC are
formed due to recombination of genes coding for one variable and one constant IgG region. The nucleotide
sequences D and J located between V- and C-genes code
small fragments of the polypeptide chain that are included
into the variable region. B-Lymphocyte maturation is
accompanied by recombination of V, D, and J genes; this
leads to approaching of nucleotide sequences coding variable and constant domains and also promoters preceding
each gene and enhancers located in the intron between the
J- and C-segments and in the distal region after the Cgenes. Thus, recombination results in formation of a transcription unit containing introns and exons. Splicing of
primary RNA transcript leads to intron removal, and the
exons form an mRNA molecule that will be then translated into the corresponding protein [24]. Such scenario creates molecular diversity of the recognition site located on
the continuous surface formed by CDR loops. The resulting antibodies known as germline antibodies demonstrate
rather low affinity and specificity to their antigens [13, 25].
During the next stage of antibody maturation the
affinity and specificity of germline antibodies increase due
to somatic hypermutation of the antibody variable
regions. The somatic hypermutation is the machinery
generating numerous antibody variants due to appearance
of random point mutations in gene segments accompanied by selection of the most suitable clones. During
somatic hypermutation clone selection in the immune
system occurs as follows. The membrane form of
immunoglobulins immobilized on the B-cell surface
interacts with its antigen. The resulting antibody–antigen
complex undergoes internalization followed by subsequent antigen processing, and resulting antigen-derived
peptides interact with major histocompatibility complex
II and are presented by T-cells. Subsequent antigen presentation by T-cells is accompanied by activation of Bcells. If affinity of antibodies exposed on the B-cell surface
is not high enough the antigen dissociates from the antibody within the time interval required for internalization,
and activation of this particular B-cell does not occur. If
the lifetime of the antibody–antigen complex significantly exceeds the time interval required for internalization,
B-lymphocyte activation occurs. In this case the immune
system is unable to perform subsequent selection among
several variants of high affinity antibodies. Mutations
occur unevenly in both CDR-loops and FR with an average frequency of 1 per 103 base pairs during one cycle. This
increases immunoglobulin diversity originated from
recombination of gene segments. The resulting antibodies
are known as mature antibodies [25, 26].
Studies of mechanisms of somatic hypermutation
have shown that during antibody maturation variable
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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domain mutations mainly appear in certain CDR and FR
sites. These sites are called hotspots, whereas the sites
rarely involved into the mutagenesis process are called as
coldspots. Usually, coldspot amino acid residues coincide
with the residues crucial for formation of variable domain
conformation. It is known that in 50-60% of cases
hotspots are located inside the consensus nucleotide
sequence RGYW (R = A or G, Y = C or T, W = A or T)
and serine codons AGC and AGT or neighboring
nucleotides [27, 28]. Among other trinucleotides and also
dinucleotides there is a hierarchy of mutations, and
mutations in V-genes occur at a frequency that is a million times greater than spontaneous mutation in other
genes. In CDR and FR there are differences in codon
composition, and CDR contain codons in which mutations occur most frequently [25]. In the primary antibody
population differences in antibody sequence are mainly
located in the center of the antigen binding site, and the
differences also cover the peripheral part of the antigen
binding site due to somatic hypermutation [29].
During secondary immune response IgG antibodies
specific to protein antigens are characterized by dissociation constant (KD) values ranging from 10–7-10–10 M–1.
The maximally possible rate of antibody antigen complex
formation is determined by the rate of diffusion of protein
molecules. In this case the association rate constant (ka)
is about 106 M–1·sec–1. The dissociation rate constant (kd)
may reach up to 10–4 sec–1, and its value is determined by
in vivo selection of primary antibody variants [8, 30].
According to the hypothesis of affinity ceiling [30-32]
selection of antibodies with higher affinity occurs less
effectively and subsequent increase in affinity does not
increase selection efficiency. This may be attributed to the
fact that for antibodies with KD values of 10–10 M–1 the
half-lifetime of the antigen complex with the B-cell
receptor is 30 min. This value is 2-3-fold higher than the
time required for endocytosis of the antibody complex
with the B-cell receptor (about 8.5 min). Thus, subsequent increase in affinity (half-lifetime for the complex)
does not promote adaptive increase in B-cell proliferation
[31, 33]. Consequently, in theory artificial mutagenesis
similar to somatic hypermutation and artificial selection
of antibody variants of the highest affinity can result in
production of antibodies with higher affinity compared to
natural antibodies.
In the case of primary antibodies their association
with antigens is accompanied by an increase in enthalpy
(due to numerous weak and strong antibody–antigen
interactions) with simultaneous decrease in entropy (loss
of mobility in the structure of the free antibody). In the
case of dissociation the opposite situation occurs (enthalpy
of the system decreases and entropy increases). Relative
increase in affinity of the final antibody variants occurs due
to removal of entropy problems by decreasing mobility of a
free antibody [13]. Primary antibodies are usually characterized by higher flexibility and mobility of their antigen-
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binding loops. This helps them to recognize a set of similar antigens by forming different variants of complementary surfaces due to the flexible loop structure. Interaction of
primary antibodies with antigens can be described by the
induced fit model, when the epitope structure influences
formation of a complementary paratope during the binding process. However, maturation of antibodies accompanied by increase in their affinity and specificity results in
decrease in flexibility of the antigen-binding loops, and the
process of antibody antigen interaction becomes increasingly similar to the lock and key model. After affinity maturation, the antigen binding site looses its mobility and
remains fixed in the conformation, the best complementarity to a certain epitope. Thus, increase in antibody affinity and specificity occurs due to reduction of loop mobility in the antigen-binding site [34]. On the other hand, for
some antibodies increase in conformational mobility
allows increase in spatial complementarity of paratopes to
the epitopes by the induced fit interaction. This effect
accounts for the increase in affinity of some antibodies
after introducing glycine into the CDR sequence; glycine
increases conformational mobility without any significant
change in the antigen interaction surface [35-37].
In most proteins conservative mutations, i.e. substitutions for amino acids with similar physicochemical
properties, represent the major part of preserved amino
acid substitutions; this leaves fewer chances to change the
protein conformation. However, this is not always true for
variable domains of antibodies because substitutions for
amino acids with opposite properties sometimes result in
an increase in antibody affinity. Such mutations usually
occur in the CDR but sometimes in FR as well; since FR
residues play an important role in formation and maintenance of stability of protein structure, their mutations may
also influence antibody affinity. In general, appearance of
conservative mutations is more typical for FR whereas
appearance of non-conservative mutations accompanied
by significant changes in physicochemical properties is
more typical for CDR. In the case of amino acid residues
located inside the protein molecule conservative mutations are more typical than for residues susceptible to the
solvent. During antibody maturation the CDR residues
susceptible to the solvent are usually substituted for
hydrophobic, polar, and polarized residues, which
increase interaction with the antigen. Although theoretically for each amino acid position 19 substitution variants
exist, in fact the number of observed mutations is significantly lower due to energetic barriers, genetic code degeneration, and also most amino acid substitutions occur due
to single nucleotide substitution. In addition, transitions
(i.e. substitutions of purine base for purine or pyrimidine
base) dominate over transversions (i.e. substitutions of
purine base for pyrimidine or vice versa). Transitions usually occur two times more frequently than transversions,
and so the number of possible variants for amino acid substitution at each position decreases to 13-15 [5, 25, 38].

Affinity of mature antibodies is determined by mutations introduced into the primary antibody sequence.
Antibodies containing in the paratope many residues
capable of forming hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions
demonstrate high affinity to the antigen [25]. Mutations
promoting antigen–antibody bond formation involving
water bridges also increase antibody affinity [13]. This is
also accompanied by an increase in peripheral hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions due to the increase in
hydrophobic surface area. Such increase in hydrophobic
interactions is a consequence of small coordinated
rearrangements of amino acid residues on the periphery
of the contacting surface, whereas the most energetically
important interaction site remains unaltered. Somatic
hypermutation not only results in an increase in affinity
by amino acid substitutions at the antigen binding site,
but it also increases interaction between VL-VH domains,
thus increasing stability and decreasing plasticity of the
antibody molecule. At the same time these changes
improve antibody binding with antigen [37, 39-41]. The
number of somatic mutations that appear during antibody
maturation positively correlates with the increase in affinity of antibodies [13, 32, 42]. Thus, it appears that amino
acid substitutions that appear during somatic hypermutation not only increase chemical reactivity of CDR
residues but also maintain their structure.

Preparation and Practical Use of Antibodies
Antibodies are widely used in both scientific studies
and also in practical medicine due to their ability to recognize any antigen with high affinity and specificity.
The easiest method for preparation of antibodies
specific to a particular antigen is immunization, i.e. in
vivo administration of the antigen in a mixture with certain additives, adjuvants that increase the immune
response of the animal (mouse, rabbit, goat, sheep, etc.).
Blood of the immunized animal can be used for isolation
of polyclonal antibodies, a heterogeneous (by structure,
epitope specificity, and affinity) population of antibodies
specific to the administered antigen. Preparation of antibodies characterized by identical structure and specificity
requires isolation of antibody-producing lymphocytes
and their subsequent immortalization (i.e. formation of
cells with countless replicative capacity). The immortalization is performed by fusion of the lymphocytes with
tumor cells. The cell line representing a product of lymphocyte fusion with the tumor cells is known as a
hybridoma. Hybridomas can secrete antibodies that are
absolutely the same in their properties (structure, affinity,
specificity). Antibodies produced by the hybridoma cell
line are known as monoclonal antibodies [43].
Antibodies are one of the most widely used instruments in modern biochemistry, cytology, and clinical
chemistry. They are used for qualitative and quantitative
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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determination of various substances by the methods of
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay [44, 45] and
immunoblotting [46]; antibodies can be used to study
intracellular and extracellular localization of proteins and
distribution and expression level of proteins in various
cells of organisms by the methods of immunohistochemistry and immunocytochemistry. Antibodies can also be
used for cell sorting by flow cytometry and for purification of various proteins.
In medicine antibodies are widely used in diagnostics
and in therapy of various diseases. In diagnostics various
immunochemical methods are used for detection of the
presence of proteins or determination of protein concentration. The list of such proteins is very long and is constantly increasing. It includes protein markers of cardiovascular diseases (troponins I and T [47-51], creatine
kinase [52], myoglobin [53], B-type natriuretic peptide
and its precursor [54-56], etc.), diabetes mellitus (glycated hemoglobin [57], microalbumin, insulin, proinsulin,
C-peptide [58], etc.), cancer diseases [59], pathologies
associated with pregnancy, renal disease (cystatin C [60]),
autoimmune diseases (antibodies to endogenous cell components of the body [61]), allergies (total antibody content, content of antibodies to particular antigens),
endocrine system disorders (hormones, their precursors,
products of their metabolism and proteins interacting with
them [62, 63]), various infectious diseases [64-67], etc.
Antibodies are also used for determination of blood
groups [68], diagnostics of pregnancy [69], and detection
of drug or toxin content in human blood and also in foodstuffs.
Therapeutic use of full-length antibodies obtained
from serum of immunized animals or using hybridoma
technologies is significantly complicated by the fact that
the constant domains of animal antibodies are strongly
immunogenic for humans, and this causes production of
endogenous antibodies specific to animal antibodies [6].
Thus, for therapeutic purposes recombinant antibodies or
their fragments are used; they are obtained from monoclonal antibodies with significantly reduced immunogenicity (by means of gene engineering manipulations) or
prepared de novo using various display methods (considered below in the section “Practical Application of
Recombinant Antibodies in Clinical Practice and
Scientific Studies”).

RECOMBINANT ANTIBODIES:
DERIVATIVES AND FRAGMENTS,
METHODS FOR THEIR PREPARATION,
AND PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE
Recombinant antibodies are antibodies obtained by
means of gene engineering. Using gene engineering
methods it is possible to express light and heavy chains of
immunoglobulins as individual proteins, to create the
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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whole set of various antibody fragments, and also to
change such antibody properties as affinity, number and
specificity of paratopes, domain composition, molecule
mobility, spatial orientation of antigen binding sites,
molecular weight, isoelectric point, and potential
immunogenicity.

Types of Recombinant Antibody Fragments
Preparation of several different types of recombinant
antibody fragments has been described in the literature
(Fig. 2 shows some of them). The following types of
recombinant antibodies are now recognized: Fv, variable
fragment; scFv, single chain Fv in which light and heavy
chain fragments are connected by a polypeptide linker;
(scFv)2, fragment that consists of two scFv molecules connected by a disulfide bond; dsFv, variable fragment stabilized by additional intramolecular disulfide bond; Faband (Fab)2, fragments identical in their structure with fragments formed during proteolysis of full-length IgG antibodies by papain and pepsin, respectively [70]; VH, heavy
chain variable domain. There are antibody derivatives
known as “diabodies”, “triabodies”, and “tetrabodies”;
their molecules consist of two, three, or four identical or
different fragments of antibodies of the same or different
specificity linked together. The Fv fragment is the smallest
antibody fragment that retains antigen binding capacity. It
consists of variable fragments of light (VL) and heavy (VH)
chains, each of which is stabilized by an intramolecular
disulfide bond. However, contacts between VH and VL
involve only ionic interactions and therefore the structure
of this fragment is very unstable. Structural stability of Fv
fragments can be achieved by either insertion of interchain

Fig. 2. Main types of fragments and derivatives of recombinant
antibodies. Designations: VL, LC variable region; VH, heavy chain
variable region; CL, constant region of light chain; CH1, CH2, and
CH3 are constant regions of heavy chain; IgG, full length
immunoglobulin G. Light gray contour lines show disulfide bonds
between various chains, dark gray lines show linker sequences
inserted for stabilization of the recombinant antibody structure
(prepared using [74, 75]).
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disulfide bonds (dsFv) or a linker amino acid sequence
between variable domains of the HC and LC chains
(scFv), and the resulting antigen-binding protein molecule is expressed as a single polypeptide chain [71-73].
The scFv fragments are the “simplest” object for
cloning and expression; however, they frequently exhibit
lower stability and, sometimes, lower affinity; during
therapeutic use they are characterized by shorter halflifetime in the blood circulation compared with larger
fragments [37, 74-78]. The complexes consisting of two
(“diabodies” or (scFv)2), three (“triabodies”), and four
scFv-monomers (“tetrabodies”) often demonstrate even
higher affinity to the antigen due to increased number of
antigen-binding sites. This occurs when scFv-monomers
are derived from identical antibodies and the antigen contains many identical epitopes, or in the case when the
scFv-monomers are derived from different antibodies to
the same antigen and all antigen epitopes are susceptible
to them. The (scFv)2 fragments obtained by disulfide
bond linking between C-terminal cysteine residues
demonstrate better in vivo transport into tissues compared
with the scFv-fragments during their use as therapeutic
agents. This occurs due to longer half-lifetime in the
bloodstream and higher structural stability compared
with scFv. Recombinant antibody derivatives containing
the Fc-fragment are characterized by even longer halflifetime; the long-term presence of such antibody derivatives in tissues is determined by interaction with FcRB
receptors (Fc Brambell receptor) located on the surface
of hemopoietic and endothelial cells [79, 80].

Preparation of Recombinant Antibodies
and Their Fragments
There are two principally different approaches for
preparation of recombinant antibodies. The first consists
in generation of recombinant analogs of monoclonal
antibodies or their fragments using genetic materials from
hybridoma cells producing monoclonal antibodies. The
second approach is based on the development of libraries
containing numerous variants of recombinant antibody
sequences followed by subsequent selection of antibodies
of required specificity and affinity, i.e. de novo formation
of antibodies of necessary specificity.
Creation of recombinant analogs of antibodies. The
method of preparation of recombinant antibodies or their
fragments identical to antibodies obtained by the standard hybridoma method includes the following main
stages [81-84]: 1) isolation of total RNA from hybridoma
cells secreting antibodies; 2) first strand cDNA synthesis
(reverse transcription); 3) amplification of heavy and
light chain cDNAs by polymerase chain reaction [80]; 4)
preparation of molecular-genetic constructs containing
resulting cDNA; 5) expression (or coexpression) in a suitable expression system [85]; 6) isolation and purification

of the expressed protein [85]. Using this method it is possible to obtain both full-length antibodies and their fragments and also antibody light and heavy chains as individual proteins. Use of gene engineering methods for
antibody preparation allows manipulations with
nucleotide and consequently amino acid sequence of
light and heavy chains.
Creation of recombinant antibodies and their fragments de novo. The method for preparation of recombinant antibodies or their fragments in vitro using selection
in antibody fragment libraries for antigen binding capacity is the alternative approach for preparation of recombinant antibodies [86]. Methods used for solution of this
problem are known as display methods. The advantage of
these methods is the possibility of simultaneous work with
nucleotide and amino acid sequence of each particular
antibody variant. Preparation of recombinant antibody
fragments using this approach includes three steps: creation of recombinant antibody DNA libraries, expression
and presentation of antibody fragments on a cell surface
or phage particles (depending on the display method
used), and selection of suitable antibody fragments by
their interaction with the antigen. If a full-length antibody specific to a corresponding antigen is needed, initially an antibody fragment is prepared and then used as a
basis for reconstruction of full-length nucleotide and
amino acid sequences of this antibody.
The display principle consists of the use of nucleotide
sequence of the target protein and product of its expression in a single molecular complex. Using this approach it
is possible to select necessary genetic material (DNA or
RNA) by ability of the product of its expression
(immunoglobulin or its fragment) to interact with this
antigen. Using several repeated selection cycles it is possible to obtain antibodies demonstrating high affinity interaction with the antigen. Several display methods for
preparation of antibodies are now known: phage, ribosomal, mRNA, and cell display [9, 87-95]. All these
approaches can be used not only for creation of antibodies
de novo, but also for improvement of parameters of exiting
antibodies (see section “Increasing Antibody Affinity”).
Antibody fragments rather than full-length antibodies
are usually the basis for creation and testing of antibody
libraries. Since scFv fragments are the smallest stable antibody units that can bind antigens, it is much easier to use
them to increase affinity in each type of display than fulllength antibodies or Fab-fragments. There are several principles for creation of libraries of recombinant antibody
fragments [77]: 1) on the basis of antibody genes obtained
from immunized donors (library enriched with antibodies
to certain antigens); 2) on the basis of primary antibody
genes (see section “Affinity Maturation of Antibodies”); 3)
on the basis of nucleotide sequence of antibodies obtained
from B-lymphocytes [96]; 4) on the basis of sequences of
the most stable variable antibody domains with randomized residues in artificially synthesized CDR-loops [97].
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The display technology is used for selection of antibodies with needed properties from the huge number of
variants (108-109) available in the library. The common
feature of all these methods is the joining of nucleotide
and amino acid sequences of the selected antibody fragment in a single object, and their difference consists of the
type of such object: from the mRNA complex with the
antibody fragment synthesized on this template to the cell
carrying the antibody fragment on its surface. Although
such recently developed methods as cell display and ribosomal and mRNA displays are becoming increasingly
popular, phage display still remains the most widely used
and the simplest method.
Cell display. The cell display method uses various
prokaryotic or eukaryotic cell systems for expression of
various antibody variants and also for selection of the
expressed antibodies by certain characteristics. In this case
the created library of hybrid DNA simultaneously contains
nucleotide sequences of antibody fragments and a transmembrane domain of one of the membrane proteins, and
the antibodies synthesized after cell transformation (or
transfection) by such library represent hybrid proteins consisting of a native antibody fragment exposed to the extracellular space and the transmembrane domain responsible
for anchoring the antibody fragment in the membrane.
Thus, the cell functions as a link between the expressing
antibody variant and the genes that code it. Clones with the
highest affinity are selected by a variant of flow cytometry
known as fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) [90,
95]. This method is based on the sorting of cells containing
antibody fragments of their surface together with a fluorescently labeled antigen. Differences in fluorescence intensity emitted by cells distinguish variants possessing affinity to
antigen from variants not capable of antigen binding, and
they serve as the criterion for sorting of the material.
There are prokaryotic and eukaryotic displays. The
prokaryotic display is characterized by high transformation efficiency and simple use, but it has limited applicability because some antibody fragments containing potential glycosylation sites are functionally inactive when synthesized in the bacterial system. Several transmembrane
proteins have been proposed for anchorage of synthesized
antibody molecules on the surface of bacterial cells. These
transmembrane proteins are used for creation of chimeric
proteins containing antibody fragments. For example, the
outer membrane protein OmpA is often used for anchorage of the antibody scFv fragments [90, 91].
Using the eukaryotic display it is possible to express
both various antibody fragments and full-length antibodies because a protein molecule synthesized in such system
has all eukaryotic-specific posttranslational modifications needed for functioning. The yeast display is one of
the most widely used versions of the eukaryotic display
because yeast cells are the simplest ones for gene engineering manipulations and cultivation. Recombinant
antibody fragments are exposed on the yeast cell surface
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as a part of hybrid proteins that consist of the antibody or
its fragment and the Aga2p agglutinin subunit, which is
covalently linked by means of two disulfide bonds with
Aga1 agglutinin anchored in the yeast cell wall [92-95]. A
similar strategy has also been developed for antibody
expression in mammalian cells [94].
Phage display. In the phage display method [87] a
gene of the hybrid protein joining an antibody fragment
and a phage surface protein is inserted into the bacteriophage genome. Ig fragments are exposed on the surface of
viral particles (Fig. 3; see color insert). Phage particles are
selected by affinity of antibody fragments to the antigen.
Usually the phage M13 is used for preparation of the
phage display, and antibody fragments are expressed as
hybrid proteins with the phage envelope proteins pIII,
pIV, and pVIII [80]. Selection of phage particles is then
accompanied by phage cDNA isolation and determination of nucleotide sequence of antigen fragments. This
sequence is used for subsequent generation of full-length
recombinant antibodies [8, 9, 87, 98, 99].
Ribosome display. Ribosome display is another display method [80, 88]; it uses a cell-free system for synthesis of a polypeptide chain on the mRNA template.
Protein synthesis in this system is accompanied by formation of the ternary protein–ribosome–mRNA complex
(Fig. 4). This complex is then isolated from solution using
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Reverse
transcription
and PCR
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In vitro
transcription

PCR mutagenesis

Dissociation
of protein–
ribosome
complex

mRNA

In vitro translation
polypeptide
chain
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ribosome
Selection by antigen
binding
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Fig. 4. Ribosome display. A library of antibody genes (e.g. scFv
fragments) is transcribed and translated in vitro. The resulting
mRNA lacks a stop codon and this preserves the ribosome–protein complexes, which are subjected to subsequent selection using
the immobilized antigen similarly to selection of the phage display.
The selected complexes are used for preparation of mRNA used as
a template for reverse transcription and PCR. Using point substitutions inserted into the nucleotide sequence, it is possible to create new variants of antibody fragments that can be used in the subsequent cycle. A DNA molecules coding high affinity variants of
antibodies selected during several display cycles can be obtained by
the method of reverse transcription of mRNA molecules and PCR
and used for subsequent cloning and expression (summarized from
[102, 213]).
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capacity of the synthesized antibody fragment to bind the
target antigen. Using this method it is possible to select
simultaneously the highest affinity antibody fragments
together with their mRNA. In this case a ribosome functions as a stabilizer of the complex. The mRNA is then
subjected to reverse transcription; resulting cDNA is
amplified by PCR and the resulting PCR products are
used for plasmid construction for recombinant antibody
fragments. Prokaryotic and eukaryotic displays have been
described in the literature [80].
mRNA display. The mRNA display method (also
known as “in vitro virus” or “RNA–peptide fusion”) is
also used for preparation of recombinant antibodies [89,
100]. The strategy of this method is based on the linkage of
in vitro synthesized polypeptide chain with its mRNA template by means of the puromycin linker, which ligates two
of these molecules. Thus, corresponding mRNA can be
selected by immunochemical properties of the synthesized
protein product (Fig. 5). Subsequent steps are basically the
same as described in the “Ribosome Display” section.
Thus, one can see that there are many methods for
selection and preparation of antibody variants of the
highest affinity using gene libraries. The phage display
method is now most widely used. However, later
approaches employing in vitro systems of protein translation, which do not require transformation (mRNA and
ribosome display), can be used for screening of larger
libraries than in the case of phage display [75, 101, 102].

mRNA
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of mRNA–
protein
complex

b
antibody
library
antigen

Addition of
free antigen

Fig. 6. Two strategies for selection of antibodies with the highest
affinity (see explanations in text). a) Equilibrium selection.
Antibodies are incubated with a limited amount of an antigen.
After reaching equilibrium, antibodies of higher affinity remain
preferentially bound to the antigen. b) Selection by kinetic
parameters. Antibodies are incubated with sufficient amount of
the immobilized antigen and then the free antigen is added. Only
antibodies possessing the lowest dissociation rate (and therefore
higher affinity) remain bound to the antigen.
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Fig. 5. Method of mRNA display. A library of antibody genes (e.g.
scFv fragments) is transcribed in vitro. Using transcribed mRNA
ligation with puromycin, it is possible to create mRNA–synthesized protein complexes using a DNA-linker. Terminating in
vitro translation the ribosome stops at the site of DNA–RNA linkage, puromycin binds to the ribosomal A-site, and then the synthesized polypeptide chain is translocated to puromycin. The
resulting covalent mRNA–protein complex can be used for affinity selection similar to the phage display selection and then (after
elution) for reverse transcription and cDNA amplification by
PCR. Diversity of sequence variants can be achieved in cDNA by
mutagenesis (adapted from [102]).

One limitation of display methods is the irregular expression of various forms of antibodies. Sometimes even the
presence of a single amino acid substitution blocks
expression of the mutant form of the antibody [103]. In
addition, in the case of libraries containing a large number of variants (e.g. 1010_1013) there are problems associated with impossibility of analyzing each variant. This
should be taken into consideration during creation and
use of such libraries.
Methodological approaches for selection of antibody
variants of highest affinity using antigens. Preparation of
high affinity antibodies requires discrimination between
high and low affinity variants. This can be achieved using
methods of selection based on kinetic or thermodynamic
parameters of antibodies (Fig. 6) [102, 104]. For selection
by thermodynamic parameters (under equilibrium state)
a library of antibodies is incubated with an antigen used at
lower concentrations than a designed KD value for the
antigen–antibody complex. After reaching equilibrium in
this system antibodies of higher affinity remain preferentially bound to the antigen, whereas antibodies of lower
afinity are unbound. Subsequent sorting of the resulting
immune complexes yields antibodies of the highest affinity. However, this method requires prolonged incubation
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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(up to one week!) to achieve equilibrium, and so only
small amounts of antibodies with improved properties can
be found. Selection by kinetic parameters [94, 105, 106]
(“off-rate selection”) consists of incubation of an antibody library with a small amount of labeled (or adsorbed)
antigen whose concentration is close to the KD value of
the analyzed antigen–antibody complex. During the next
step this mixture is incubated with excess of the free antigen, and duration of incubation increases at each subsequent step of selection. Addition of free antigen excess
makes dissociation of the tested antibodies from labeled
(or adsorbed) antigen almost irreversible. Weakly bound
antibody molecules characterized by the highest rate of
dissociation form a complex with the free antigen and
then are removed during sorting, and the antibody molecules characterized by the lowest dissociation rate remain
bound to the (labeled or adsorbed) antigen and are then
selected for subsequent manipulations.
Expression of recombinant antibodies. Depending on
experimental design, recombinant antibodies and their
fragments can be expressed in various systems: bacterial
(E. coli), yeast (Pichia pastoris), baculovirus (sf9 cell line),
and in mammalian cells (e.g. CHO and HEK293 cell
lines) [107]. The bacterial and yeast expression systems
are used for expression of small nonglycosylated antibody
fragments (VL, VH, scFv, dsFv) and also Fab-fragments.
In the case of full-length glycosylated antibodies, mammalian cells and baculovirus expression systems are used
most frequently. High yield of recombinant fragments
(20-1000 mg/liter culture medium) is often achieved
using bacterial and yeast expression systems. However,
expression may be accompanied by appearance of various
problems complicating preparation of functional antibody fragments: 1) formation of incorrect disulfide bonds
followed by accumulation of functionally inactive target
protein and oligomers of synthesized fragments; 2) loss of
functional activity caused by mutations; 3) proteolysis of
the synthesized protein by intracellular peptidases.
Although in the case of eukaryotic and baculovirus systems the yield of the target product is somewhat lower (110 and 10-100 mg/liter, respectively), almost all the synthesized target protein is functionally active.
Thus, using the above-considered methods it is possible to prepare recombinant antibodies or their fragments suitable for all scientific and applied tasks.

Practical Use of Recombinant Antibodies
Advantages of recombinant antibodies and their
fragments over monoclonal antibodies significantly
extend field of their application, first of all due to the possibility of their use as therapeutic agents for treatment of
various diseases.
As mentioned above, the possibility of modification
of amino acid sequences and introduction of various
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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changes needed for particular tasks are important advantages of antibodies obtained using gene engineering technologies. Using gene engineering methods it is possible to
overcome such unwanted features of monoclonal antibodies complicating their use in clinical practice as
increased immunogenicity. To decrease immunogenicity
of monoclonal antibodies sites inducing immune
response (these are usually constant domains) are
replaced by corresponding sequences of human antibodies. Such antibodies are known as “chimeric”, and they
preserve antigen specificity due to their unique variable
domains. Subsequent decrease in immunogenicity is
achieved by preparing humanized (almost totally
replaced) antibodies, which contain only sites of mouse
antibody variable domains directly involved in the interaction with the antigen, and the remaining parts of the
mouse antibody are substituted by sequences of human
immunoglobulins [14].
Thus, the antibody modifications described above
have significantly extended their applicability in clinical
practice. Therapeutic use of antibodies includes treatment of cancer, autoimmune, respiratory, cardiovascular,
infectious, and many other diseases. Therapeutic antibodies are also used to decrease probability of transplant
rejection. Use of recombinant antibody fragments is now
successfully developed [108, 109]. Certain difficulty complicating the use of therapeutic antibodies is changeability of molecular targets, such as viral and bacterial proteins, and also the possibility of immune reaction, which
can develop in a patient even in response to almost totally humanized antibodies.
Improvement of recombinant antibodies for scientific tasks can be achieved by changing affinity and specificity of antibodies; it is possible to insert additional
amino acid residues into an antibody sequence for subsequent conjugation with other molecules (including labels)
and also add short amino acid fragments (tags) to the
antibody sequence, which significantly simplify antibody
purification [80, 110]. In addition, gene engineering
technologies create antibodies to antigens that are not
immunogenic or are toxic for animals and therefore difficult to produce using the hybridoma technology.
One of the most promising directions in the development of technology of recombinant antibody preparation
is the preparation of antibodies of higher affinity than in
initial natural antibodies. In the next chapter we consider
in detail modern methods developed for artificially
increasing antibody affinity.

INCREASING ANTIBODY AFFINITY
Increase in antibody affinity is a natural process
associated with maturation of antibodies in vertebrate
organisms. Studies of mechanisms of this process revealed
the main principles applicable for artificial changes in
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Fig. 7. Scheme illustrating increasing antibody affinity by the
method of “in vitro evolution” using the example of creation of
the scFv fragment (adapted from [101]).

antibody sequences required for preparation of variants of
higher affinity.
Natural approaches for increasing antibody affinity
(recombination of gene segments and somatic hypermutation) have some limitations. Recombination of gene
segments is limited by a set of existing gene segments used
for construction of the particular antibody gene, somatic
hypermutation mainly involves hotspots of mutagenesis,
and single nucleotide substitutions dominate in this
process. Thus, parts of antibody sequences remain basically unchanged, and some types of mutations that need
more than one nucleotide substitution in the codon
become significantly less probable [33]. Artificial mutagenesis increases the number of antibody variants compared
with natural variants, for example, by substituting those
amino acid residues that are rarely mutated in vivo [111].
Using artificial mutagenesis it is possible to perform rare
(under natural conditions) amino acid substitutions
determined by changes of more than one nucleotide in
the codon. Using an effective method of selection, it is
possible to obtain recombinant antibodies with affinity
exceeding the “affinity ceiling” values for natural antibodies and dissociation constant values reaching 10–10 M
and below.
Although many different software products exist for
computer-aided modeling of antibody–antigen interaction, it is very difficult (basically impossible) to predict
what mutation or several mutations will result in an
increase in antibody affinity. Thus, it is often necessary to
obtain and test many various mutants. This can be carried
out using the method of “in vitro evolution” [7, 101, 102],
which is also based (as natural increase in affinity) on the
principle of creation of diversity followed by subsequent
selection of antibody variants of the highest affinity.
According to this principle, antibodies of the highest
affinity are selected and their genes are amplified, and
then they are subjected to mutagenesis and selection and

this whole cycle repeats (Fig. 7). Thus, for increase in
antibody affinity its phenotype should be physically
imposed to the genotype. Mutant antibody forms of the
highest affinity are selected using the same display methods as in the case of preparation of recombinant antibodies de novo.
Systems for increasing antibody affinity are subdivided into “all in vitro” approaches, which are based on all
steps of “molecular evolution” in vitro (creation of genetic diversity, expression of all possible variants, selection of
the best variants), and “partially in vitro” approaches in
which some of the above-mentioned steps occurs inside
cells and some in vitro [101, 102]. The “all in vitro”
approaches include ribosome display [80, 88] and
mRNA-display [89, 100]. The “partially in vitro”
approaches include phage [87] and cell [90-95] displays,
which require the step of transformation of antibody gene
library (inserted into a plasmid or a phage replicon) in
bacterial, yeast, or mammalian cells for expression. In the
case of the cell display the expressed antibodies are transported to the cell surface, and in the case of the phage display bacterial cells are used for production of bacteriophage particles [103].
During the last 20 years many different methods
have been developed to create genetic diversity in vitro;
they can be subdivided into the methods of random and
targeted mutagenesis. The first group includes various
mutagenesis methods that are used in the case when clear
information about amino acid residues that should be
Methods
of mutagenesis

Random

DNA recombination
Targeted

Random change in residues or
exhaustive enumeration of amino acid
substitutions within selected sites

Point mutations

Fig. 8. Classification of mutagenesis methods used to increase
antibody affinity. All mutagenesis methods can be subdivided into
three groups: site-directed mutagenesis, random mutagenesis,
and recombination. Random mutagenesis consists of random
change of any amino acid residues in the antibody sequence. The
characteristic feature of site-directed mutagenesis is that it is limited to a number of amino acid positions. Site-directed randomization generates random substitutions within selected amino acid
positions. The other variant of targeted mutagenesis is exhaustive
enumeration of amino acid substitutions within selected sites.
Point mutagenesis is used for insertion of substitutions of selected
amino acids. Using DNA recombination, it is possible to increase
diversity of libraries obtained by means of site-directed and random mutagenesis and also to pool several “useful” mutations
within the same amino acid sequence.
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substituted is absent, and also the methods of DNA
recombination. The second group includes site-directed
mutagenesis and also methods that can predict antigen
structure and its complex with the antibody; these are
computational methods of protein structure analysis (in
silico) and crystallography analysis (Fig. 8).

Methods of Random Mutagenesis
The major advantage of random mutagenesis is the
following: this method does not need any information
about antibody structure and interacting amino acid
residues. The main disadvantage is the appearance of a
significant proportion of functionally inactive mutant
forms; this results in creation of large libraries and complicates selection of functionally active mutants.
Experimental libraries obtained by random mutagenesis
do not represent all possible variants of amino acid substitutions because most of them require changes in more
than one nucleotide in a codon; for example, substitution
of 10 of 18 amino acids lacking negative charge for negatively charged amino acid requires substitution of two
nucleotides in a codon [112].
Diversity of variants of nucleotide sequences of antibodies obtained by random mutagenesis can be additionally extended by the combination of several sequence
variants obtained using in vitro DNA recombination
(DNA-shuffling) (see below) [99, 113-115].
Modification of antibody amino acid sequence to
increase affinity may also result in such unwanted side
effects as change in antibody specificity (cross-reactivity), stability, effectiveness of expression and folding, toxicity to producing cells, and tendency to oligomerization.
In the case of therapeutic antibodies an additional side
effect may also include reduced half-lifetime, increase in
immunogenicity, altered tissue distribution of antibodies,
and tendency to amyloid structure formation. All these
facts can be a consequence not only of “favorable” mutations specially introduced by a researcher, but also of
unwanted mutations occurring due to errors of PCR reaction or induced by primers. Thus it is necessary to test
selected antibodies with increased affinity for maintenance of their other important biochemical properties
[116, 117].
Random mutagenesis. Random mutagenesis is a random change of any amino acid residues over the whole
antibody sequence. Its major advantage is the possibility
of its use when primary data on the structure of the complex of interacting molecules is absent. However, success
of this approach requires mutagenesis frequency control,
because most amino acid substitutions are not favorable,
and at a high rate of mutagenesis they may result in
appearance of a large number of functionally inactive
antibody variants. Introduction of two mutations per 1000
base pairs is considered as optimal for the increase in scFv
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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affinity; in this case the highest number of point (33%)
and double (22%) mutations per gene and the minimal
number of genes (22%) lacking mutations were observed
[118].
Several approaches are used to perform random
mutagenesis. One of them known as the error-prone PCR
consists of introduction of amino acid substitutions
caused by inaccurate functioning of DNA-polymerases
under nonstandard conditions of PCR [92, 119, 120]. An
important advantage of this approach is the possibility of
mutagenesis frequency control and limitation of a mutation region by the size of the amplified fragment. Changes
in several parameters of PCR can increase the number of
incorrectly inserted nucleotides. These include a certain
concentration of bivalent cation and deoxyribonucleotide
triphosphate ratio in the reaction mixture and also the
number of PCR cycles. The increase in Mn2+ and Mg2+ in
the reaction mixture for PCR increases the number of
mutations during amplification. Addition of 0.5 mM
Mn2+ (final concentration) causes a 5-fold increase in the
number of mutations without any influence on PCR
effectiveness, whereas addition of Mg2+ not only increases the number of errors but also decreases effectiveness of
amplification during PCR. The ratio of deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates in the reaction mixture is the other
factor increasing the number of incorrectly inserted
nucleotides. Increased content of one of them and inclusion of nucleotide analogs (e.g. 8-oxo-dGTP and dPTP)
can also result in a number of incorrectly inserted
nucleotides [121]. Probability of appearance of wrong
nucleotides at a low mutagenesis rate is also proportional
to the number of PCR cycles [99, 118]. The other
approach used for appearance of random mutations is the
use of so-called “mutator strains” of E. coli cells providing accumulation of mutations due to switched off mechanisms of correction of synthesized DNA [122, 123]. The
mutD5 strain is one such strain; it has a deficient DNA
polymerase III ε-subunit, which normally possesses 3′5′-exonuclease and removes incorrectly inserted
nucleotides. The rate of mutagenesis in the bacterial
“mutator strains” depends on conditions of bacterial
growth: in an ordinary medium containing minimum
nutrients the mutagenesis rate is about 50-times higher
than in the wild type strain, and in enriched media this
rate may be increased by 103-105 times. Among appearing
mutations transitions dominate, but transversions and
frame shifts are also possible. The rate of mutagenesis of
certain nucleotides strongly depends on the nucleotide
environment. Mutagenesis of antibody sequences shares
similarity with somatic hypermutation. First, mutagenesis frequency is similar to that seen in somatic hypermutation (3-5 mutations per 104 base pairs); the ratio of various mutation types is similar to the ratio observed in
somatic hypermutation; third, mutations are irregularly
distributed over the sequence, and many mutations are
located near certain consensus sequences (“hotspots”)
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such as the AGY-motif [122]. The advantage of this
approach over PCR-based approaches is the possibility of
more convenient control of the mutagenesis rate and also
lack of necessity of many gene engineering manipulations. Disadvantages of this method include the need for
several rounds of mutagenesis and also constant control
of antibody expression, because appearance of mutations
may occur at any site of the vector sequence and stop
antibody expression [124].
Increasing antibody affinity by the recombination
method. Recombination of DNA sites carrying antibody
genes is often used to increase the number of variants
obtained by random mutagenesis and for preparation of
combinations of several mutations. Depending on types
of combining sites, there are recombination of heavy and
light chain variable domains (chain shuffling), CDR
loops (CDR shuffling), and also combinations of random
homologous fragments of sequences of several mutant
antibody variants (DNA shuffling) [125].
There are several methods for antibody recombination. One is based on fragmentation and partial degradation of a pool of DNA molecules coding amino acid
sequences of several antibody variants by DNase I
endonuclease followed by subsequent PCR to obtain
hybrid DNA molecules (“sexual PCR”, DNA shuffling).
This procedure consists of three steps. The first step
includes preparation of a set of random fragments of two
or more parent sequences, which are then subjected to
PCR in the absence of primers. During this stage recombination occurs due to annealing of partially complementary fragments acting as primers. The final step consists of
PCR using primers limiting the initial gene to obtain a
reasonable number of full-length molecules from the pool
of DNA fragments [111, 114, 126]. Another method is
overlap extension PCR [127], which can be used for shuffling of both various combinations of light and heavy
chains and various CDR sites [125]. The other PCRbased approach consists of so-called “StEP” amplification (staged extension process): in this case complementary DNA synthesis (elongation) is periodically interrupted by denaturation of double-stranded DNA followed by
formation of DNA duplexes (annealing) between an
under-synthesized DNA fragment and a new template
molecule, and then chain elongation continues. This
results in formation of DNA strands composed of sites
complementary to various DNA templates [128]. There is
a method used for recombination that includes treatment
of a pool of DNA molecules carrying antibody genes with
the same set of restriction endonucleases followed by subsequent ligation of the resulting DNA fragments. In this
case the order of DNA fragments in the resulting molecular genetic constructs is preserved due to unique features
of the restriction sites, but newly formed constructs represent a product of pooled fragments formed from several
DNA molecules. It should be noted that DNA recombination can also be used for combining several mutant

variants obtained by the methods of targeted mutagenesis
(see below).
Although the random approaches for creation of
genetic diversity are still used, now the technology for
increasing affinity is intensively developed towards creation of genetic diversity by means of targeted mutagenesis methods.

Targeted Mutagenesis
Approaches for selection of potential targets for
mutagenesis. Application of point mutagenesis requires
information about amino acid residues that need to be
mutated. Several approaches are used for selection of
mutagenesis sites. For example, this may be information
about a position of mutagenesis hotspots in the antibody
sequence. Data on three-dimensional structure of the
antibody–antigen complex is especially valuable for
selection of sites for targeted mutagenesis.
Data on three-dimensional structure of antibodies
and their complexes with antigens can be obtained using
experimental approaches (X-ray analysis or nuclear magnetic resonance) or by means of in silico modeling (if Xray data are not available) [129]. Analysis of three-dimensional structure has some advantages compared with antibody sequence analysis because it can predict which
amino acid modification would increase antibody affinity
(taking into consideration contribution of individual
amino acids into maintenance of stability of the antibody
structure and interaction with antigen). Use of antibody
sequence analysis and analysis of three-dimensional
structures and antibody–antigen complexes followed by
subsequent targeted mutagenesis (rational design) has
some advantages compared with random mutagenesis.
First, this approach significantly reduces the number of
amino acid residues subjected to mutagenesis to several
amino acid positions and simultaneously increases probability of detection of favorable mutations. In addition,
the process of targeted mutagenesis can be subdivided
into several parallel testings of small libraries. A small size
of these libraries (compared with the size of libraries
obtained during random mutagenesis) significantly
reduces the number of tested antibody variants and significantly decreases risk of false negative result, i.e. risk of
missing of an improved variants due to insignificant completeness of the library or due to impossibility of effective
screening of all existing variants by the display technology [130].
There are two factors limiting the rational design
methods. The first factor is impossibility of absolutely
accurate prediction of the effects of even single amino
acid substitutions on mutant affinity by means of currently existing calculation algorithms. However, in some cases
accuracy of predictions of consequences of possible
rearrangements by the method of in silico modeling is reaBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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sonably high, and good examples of design of higher
affinity antibodies based on prediction of changes in
existing antibodies have already been reported [131, 132].
The second limiting factor is the necessity for validation of an astronomically high number of possible mutations [133]. For consideration of all possible amino acids
at each position (saturating mutagenesis) of the sequence
of LC and HC variable domains (about 230 residues) testing of 10300 antibody variants is needed, and this is technically impossible.
In silico approaches. Although results obtained using
experimental approaches are more reliable, harder work
is needed compared with in silico analysis. Pilot simplification by simulating mutation consequences predicted by
in silico analysis may significantly facilitate subsequent
experimental manipulations. It should be noted that
computer-aided approaches cannot fully substitute for
experimental work, but they can significantly decrease
the number of variants for direct experimental search for
favorable mutations [134]. Thus, the major task of in silico analysis in terms of increasing antibody affinity is the
study of the effects of amino acid substitution on the antibody structure and stability of the immune complexes for
detection of substitutions that are suitable for increasing
affinity during antibody–antigen interaction.
Sequence prediction of unfavorable mutations. In the
absence of information about three-dimensional structure of the antibody of interest and its amino acid residues
involved in interaction with a particular antigen, it is possible to reduce significantly the number of residues that
have to be mutated to increase antibody affinity: in silico
analysis of antibody sequence can exclude high probability mutations of residues that will impair antibody structure. These include FR residues, conservative CDR
residues, and also residues with side chains located inside
domains. Computer modeling methods employ various
approaches for prediction of mutation effects in the antibody sequence; they can use various input data for subsequent analysis from amino acid sequence to atomic coordinates in a three-dimensional structure. They can combine available information to increase prediction accuracy (methods used in programs SNPs3d [135], SIFT [136],
PolyPhen [137-140], and SNAP [141]). Some programs
can evaluate the energetic effect of amino acid substitution on stability of antibodies and their complexes with
antigens (programs FOLD-X [142], CHARMM [143145], SNPeffect [146], LS-SNP [147], I-Mutant2.0
[148], and PoPMuSiC [149]). Thus use of in silico
approaches for antibodies with unknown spatial structure
significantly decreases the size of screening libraries due
to exclusion of potentially unfavorable mutations from
the list of generated mutations.
Identification of hotspots for mutagenesis. The method
of hotspot mutagenesis is also used to increase antibody
affinity. It is based on the in vitro use of the same principle that is used for natural increase in antibody affinity
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during somatic hypermutation. As in the case of the
search for unfavorable mutations, the search for hotspots
for mutagenesis involves antibody sequence analysis.
The localization of amino acid residues corresponding to hotspots for mutagenesis (i.e. nucleotide
sequences that are changed during somatic mutation
most frequently) consists of three steps: 1) search of V
gene regions corresponding to variable domains of the
analyzed antibody; 2) search for consensus sequences
typical for hotspot mutagenesis in the V gene sequences;
3) identification of residues corresponding to hotspots for
mutagenesis in the particular antibody. For this purpose
the search of V gene sequences closely related to variable
domain sequences of this antibody is performed using the
IGMT database [150]. In the found V gene sequences all
sites corresponding to the consensus sequences RGWY
(A/G G C/T A/T) and also AGC and AGT should then
be localized [27, 28]. During mutagenesis of CDR-H3
residues one should avoid hotspots containing
nucleotides added during recombination of gene segments (V(D)J recombination) in the process of antibody
gene generation.
Two types of hotspots are recognized in nucleotide
sequence: germline hotspots (primary) contained in primary antibodies and gene segments from which these
antibodies have been obtained, and non-germline
hotspots (secondary) that are absent in primary antibodies and obviously represent a result of somatic hypermutation [27, 28, 33, 151-153]. Results of mutagenesis studies using these two types of hotspots have shown that
changes in primary hotspots are much more effective for
increasing antibody affinity [33]. During mutagenesis it is
necessary to randomize all codons involved (partially or
totally) in the selected hotpots [27].
In silico modeling of three-dimensional structure of
antibody–antigen complex and in silico mutagenesis.
Generation of three-dimensional structure of an antibody
and its complex with the antigen represents a much more
difficult task compared with sequence analysis.
Increasing antibody affinity by in silico methods is performed by predicting mutations that would increase: a)
the number of antibody residues interacting with the antigen; b) strength of antibody–antigen interaction. Such
changes usually result in an increase in antibody affinity
due to the decrease in dissociation (koff). Increase in association rate may be achieved using an approach based on
changes in the surface charge of the antibody molecule
due to insertion of charged residues near interacting surfaces. It is believed that appearance of such residues in the
antibody structure facilitates correct orientation of the
antigen molecule versus the antibody without formation
of new bonds between the antibody and the antigen [154,
155].
Existence of three-dimensional structure of the antibody–antigen complex obtained at high resolution is an
important precondition for increasing antibody affinity.
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However, for most antibodies their crystal structures
remain unknown, and therefore models of their threedimensional structures are used. The modeling of the
antigen–antibody complex consists of three steps: 1)
modeling of three-dimensional structures of the antigen
and antibody separately and optimization of resulting
models; 2) docking of antibody and antigen models followed by formation of a virtual complex and, finally; 3)
analysis of the energy of the antibody–antigen complex
for all possible mutant forms with subsequent selection of
mutant forms with minimum energy.
Two major approaches are used for modeling of
three-dimensional structure of proteins: homology modeling and de novo modeling. Homology modeling uses
three-dimensional structures available in the PDB
(Protein Data Bank) as the template for modeling of proteins with unknown structure. The initial search yields
proteins demonstrating the highest sequence similarity
with the protein under study, and then the model is generated by homology with the template protein: it consists
in overlapping of the sequence of the investigated protein
onto the template composed on the basis of homologous
structures [156, 157]. According to studies performed
within CASP (Critical Assessment of Techniques for
Protein Structure Prediction), modeling of protein structure by homology can be correctly performed when structures of homologous proteins share at least 30% identity
[157]. In the case of proteins lacking homologs with
known structure and reasonable similarity over the whole
sequence, the method of protein threading (similar to the
homology method) using homology of some structural
elements with known tertiary structure is employed [158,
159]. There are many automated tools for homology
modeling of three-dimensional structures of various proteins. These include MODELLER [160], SWISSMODEL [161], I-TASSER [162], 3D-JIGSAW [163],
ESyPred3D [164], Phyre [165], CPHmodels [166], etc.
They can be rapidly and easily used for modeling of various proteins, but they do not take into consideration
characteristic features of antibodies, and therefore a low
probability exists that the use of these programs will result
in generation of models of good quality.
The idea of the second approach is the modeling of
protein folding (Rosetta [167] and TASSER [168] programs). This approach involves generation and subsequent evaluation of multiple folding variants depending
of potential energy values. The completed search yields a
conformation having significantly lower energy compared
with all other possible conformations. To reproduce a
natural mechanism of protein structure formation,
researchers try to identify structural elements in the analyzed sequence that are initially folded and remain
unchanged during subsequent folding. The procedure of
de novo modeling is very sophisticated; it requires huge
computer resources, and these algorithms are frequently
used together with homology modeling for optimization

of resulting models (for example, for modeling of loop
structures).
Antibody modeling has some specific features. The
sequence of the framework regions is so conservative that
the task is usually limited to modeling of six CDR loops
[169]. However, generation of the model of the antibody–antigen complex by the docking method requires a
very accurate paratope model, and this significantly complicates the task [129].
Detection of correspondence between amino acid
residues from different antibody sequences and correct
homology modeling of CDR loops requires a system for
designation of amino acid positions in the sequences of
variable domains. It is also important to determine principles of identification of antibody regions involved in
interaction with an antigen. For these purposes the following criteria are used: profile of amino acid variability
[170], topology of amino acid residues [171-173], an
optimized model of three-dimensional structure of the
AbM loops interacting with the antigen [174], sequences
of V genes coding κ and λ LC, and also sequences of HC
and T-cell receptor domains [150, 175] and the role of
amino acid residues in the interaction with the antigen
[176].
Thus, one can see that no universal numeration of
amino acid residues has been yet developed and “universal borders” of the antigen binding sites still need to be
determined. Researchers do not try to reassess CDR borders – they just identify alternative sets of amino acid
residues overlapping with the CDR that can be used for
solution of various tasks [169].
For generation of three-dimensional structures of
CDR loops by the method of homology modeling, the
structures of antibody loops related to various structural
groups (canonic classes) determined by Chotia [171-173]
are used as templates. For this purpose antibody loops
related to the same class as the loops of the modeled antibody and coinciding with its loop sequences by maximal
number of amino acid positions are selected from the
structural database. The VHCDR3 loops are rather variable, and therefore they cannot be clearly subdivided into
canonic classes; nevertheless, they can also be subdivided
into groups. For modeling of CDR loops that cannot be
referred to certain groups, the method of ab initio loop
modeling and the method of conformational search are
used [174, 177]. Sometimes a structure of the same length
that is characterized by similar distance between points of
attachment to the FR is used as a template [169]. In the
case of modeling of the variable domain FR, it is necessary to check homologous structures found in databases
and used as templates for the presence of sites of low resolution and to replace such sites by consensus conformations of other known structures [178].
Several special programs are available for modeling
of variable fragments of antibodies: WAM (Web Antibody
Modeling) [179, 180], PIGS (Prediction of ImmunoBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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globulin Structure) [181], and RosettaAntibody [182].
These programs use combined methods of analysis for
generation of antibody models and so their application is
more effective than automated modeling by means of universal programs for protein modeling. The method used
in programs specialized on antibody modeling is based on
generation of a model using variable domain FR as a template by transplanting template loops or by modeling of
loop structures de novo. The PIGS and WAM servers do
not optimize the resulting models with high resolution
and do not consider thermodynamic parameters for modeling [182], whereas the primary model generated by the
RosettaAntibody program undergoes subsequent optimization initially at low and then at high resolution.
The RosettaAntibody program for antibody modeling is the most developed tool for antibody modeling. It
combines various principles of modeling of CDR loops
such as use of canonic classes, homologous antibody
loops, available structural databases, conformational
search [174, 177], and de novo modeling of the H3 loop in
the absence of its structure in the structural database. In
addition, the RosettaAntibody program performs multistage ptimization of the resulting structure and mutual
orientation of VL and VH domains taking into consideration mutual location of the H3 loop FR modeled de novo
and also other loops. For antibodies sharing high similarity with the found template, the prediction accuracy of
structures obtained by the RosettaAntibody program
allows use of the resulting structures for generation of
models of the antigen–antibody complex [129].
Modeling of mutant forms of antibodies based on
three-dimensional structure of an initial antibody (in silico mutagenesis) is a simpler task compared with modeling
of antibodies with unknown structure because amino acid
substitutions in CDR loops influence only the local environment and leave the general domain structure
unchanged [178].
Despite diversity of program products developed for
protein modeling, researchers often face the problem
when the most energetically favorable structure of a protein molecule determined in silico does not necessarily
coincide with its original structure [129, 178]. This is associated with complexity of correct evaluation of all
intramolecular interactions and also with complexity of
evaluation of interaction of the molecule with the solvent
[129]. In this connection the most promising approach is
the generation of several most reasonable models (ten in
the case of RosettaAntibody) and subsequent validation of
correctness of these models by virtual docking of the antibody model molecules to the antigen. Taking into consideration the conformational mobility of antibody and antigen during modeling of a structure of their complex, it is
possible to compensate some inaccuracies in the modeling
of conformation of loops interacting with the antigen.
Protein–protein docking can be defined as prediction of a structure of the complex of two proteins (e.g.
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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antibody with antigen) provided that their structures are
known. Various programs for docking use either “rigid
body” approximation (proteins are considered as “rigid
bodies” with fixed conformation) or they are considered
as mobile structures [183]. The programs that perform
“rigid” docking, include Zdock/Rdock [183], ClusPro
[184], 3D-dock [185], and RosettaDock [129, 186].
These programs do not take into consideration conformational changes in the protein backbone during protein
interactions, but they consider mobility of amino acid
side chains. Two models exist for flexible docking that
take into consideration intramolecular mobility of proteins [186]: 1) the model of selection of conformation;
according to this model a free protein exists as a set of
conformers with low energy and one of them can bind to
another protein; 2) the model of induced fit; according to
this model, interaction of two proteins influence structures of both interacting partners. In addition, there are
programs that use a hybrid model; according to this
model, initial selection of a conformation is then accompanied by primary complex formation followed by subsequent induced fit of interacting proteins. The programs
performing flexible docking include Autodock [187],
Dock [188], FlexX [189], Glide [190], Gold [191], HADDOCK [186, 192], ICM [193], and Situs [194]. The complete list of existing programs for docking is rather long
and constantly changing. Autodock is considered the
most popular program for docking [195]. Although there
are certain achievements in in silico prediction, modeling
of protein molecule flexibility and those changes that
occur during complex formation still represents one of
the major problems limiting in silico approaches for modeling of protein complexes [115].
Various conformations obtained by the docking
method and affinity of various mutant variants are evaluated and ranged by scoring functions that discriminate antibody variants capable of complex formation from variants
that cannot form complexes. The same functions should
predict the most probable structure of the complex among
all structures generated by a computer program [195].
Rational design based on modeling results. After
analysis of an antibody sequence and/or three-dimensional structure of the antigen–antibody complex (or its
model), it is important to select amino acid residues that
will be mutated in direct experiments. Several criteria
now exist for rational amino acid selection for subsequent
targeted mutagenesis.
Amino acid residues of CDR loops and, possibly,
some FR residues that may be involved into direct antigen
binding or may influence antigen interaction with contacting residues should be preferentially used for targeted
mutagenesis [13, 196]. Usually mutagenesis of FR
residues involved in maintenance of the immunoglobulin
domain can cause dramatic consequences [38], and it
seems unlikely that the effect of alteration of amino acids
distantly located from the antigen binding site on the
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antibody affinity can be correctly predicted. During
mutagenesis accompanying affinity maturation FR mutations increasing affinity due to loss of stability are not preserved [25]. Although examples of mutations that occur
distantly from the binding site and increase antibody
affinity are known in the literature [92], their consequences cannot be predicted in silico.
CDR mutations should not involve residues that can
play structural functions (form parts of the domain
“internal core”, internal salt bridges, hydrogen bonds,
etc.). Usually these are conservative residues, and any
substitution of these residues causes decrease in affinity
(deleterious sequence features) [76, 143]. CDR residues
susceptible to a solvent and involved in solvent interaction
are considered as the best candidates for mutagenesis [25,
197]. Such mutations have minor effect on the general
domain structure, but they may be involved in interactions with the antigen and the increase in affinity caused
by mutations of these residues can be predicted most
accurately.
Selection of hotspots (amino acid positions that are
modified during somatic hypermutation most frequently)
for subsequent mutagenesis increases probability of de
novo preparation of antibodies with higher affinity
because it simulates a natural process of antibody maturation. However, this approach may be less effective for the
increase in affinity of recombinant antibodies obtained
from monoclonal antibodies (which already passed
through somatic hypermutation and demonstrate high
affinity) because their hypervariable positions have been
already optimized during maturation.
Decreasing the number of enumerated types of
amino acids at each position is one of the approaches limiting the total number of antibody gene variants subjected
to further selection. This can be achieved by exclusion of
rare amino acids either found in CDR or rarely appearing
during natural antibody maturation in B-cells [25, 198200]. On the other hand, introduction of substitutions
that have not been found in natural antibodies may
increase affinity that has not been achieved due to limitations of somatic hypermutation. In addition, the number
of amino acid variant at each position can be limited by
the set of amino acids representing the main physicochemical groups of amino acids [200]. However, frequently increase in affinity is induced by “conservative”
substitutions that only slightly modify existing interactions rather than mutations dramatically influencing
amino acid features at this particular position. The other
possible variant of limitation of enumerated amino acids
at each position is the fact that most substitutions of
amino acids significantly varying in their properties often
yield inactive protein. Thus, mutagenesis should be limited to substitutions for similar amino acids (see the section
“Parsimonious Mutagenesis”) [17, 201]. However, this
approach does not take into consideration cases when
nonconservative substitutions increase affinity.

To increase the number of screened positions, one of
the following approaches is used: the “sequential”
approach consists in optimization of one CDR and then
of another CDR using for each new step of the “in vitro
evolution” antibodies optimized in the previous step; the
parallel approach uses independent optimization of various antibody sites followed by subsequent pooling of all
favorable mutations.
For the increase in affinity of monoclonal antibodies
prepared in vivo, mutagenesis of amino acid residues located on the periphery of the antigen binding site may have
advantages over mutagenesis of central residues because
the main energetic hotspots located in the center of the
antigen-binding site have usually already been optimized
during maturation and, therefore, their substitution may
only decrease binding energy. Peripheral residues are more
promising for mutagenesis [13, 39, 121, 202] because their
changes may involve other residues (which have not participated in antigen binding) in antigen binding with minimal
risk of impairments of existing bonds. Increase in antibody
affinity by peripheral residues may occur due to increase in
the antigen interacting hydrophobic surface inaccessible to
the solvent; approaching and the increase in complementarity of the interacting surfaces of the antigen and the
antibody; the increase in electrostatic interactions and also
altered mobility of antigen binding site residues [99, 121,
201, 203, 204]. Increase in affinity may occur due to
increased mobility of the antibody molecule (owing to
increase in complementarity of epitope and paratope surfaces) and also due to its decrease by fixing the antibody
conformation demonstrating optimal antigen binding.
When designing antibody with higher affinity for
potential use in a diagnostic system, it is reasonable to
limit its mobility to minimize the possibility of nonspecific interactions of the resulting antibody with other structurally similar molecules. In silico mutagenesis, i.e. modeling of mutant antibodies followed by subsequent evaluation of antigen binding energy allows prediction of
which point substitutions may result in increase in antibody affinity. This is the most rational approach that
needs the use of three-dimensional structure of high resolution. Although the number of known crystal structures
of antibody–antigen complexes is rather modest, it is
constantly increasing. Development of methods for prediction of three-dimensional structure together with the
increase in accuracy of the methods used for modeling of
mutated forms will improve successful applicability of in
silico mutagenesis [134, 142, 143, 145, 205].
Thus, after generation of the three-dimensional
structure of the antibody–antigen complex and identification of amino acid residues that contribute to formation of this complex, subsequent targeted mutagenesis of
these residues yields several variants of antibody mutants
to be subjected to subsequent selection.
Methods of targeted mutagenesis. Targeted mutagenesis is based on the idea that increase in affinity can be
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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achieved by mutagenesis of only those amino acid
residues that are located within the antigen binding site
and can be involved in antigen interaction. Several subtypes of targeted mutagenesis have been developed
depending on substitutable residues and modes of their
substitutions (Fig. 8). In some ways targeted mutagenesis
is similar to in vivo somatic hypermutation: mutagenesis
covers a limited number of CDR amino acid residues or a
small number of residues selected by means of in silico
approaches [101, 102, 152, 206]. Targeted mutagenesis
can include substitution of single residues for other (earlier determined) residues (point mutagenesis), randomization within selected residues, or complete enumeration of all amino acid positions within selected sites. Point
mutagenesis is applicable for antibodies with known
three-dimensional structure when it is already known
which amino acid substitution has to be performed in
order to get the desired effect.
Point mutagenesis. Point mutagenesis (also known as
site-specific mutagenesis) is used for substitution of one
amino acid at a certain position for another earlier determined amino acid. Amino acid substitutions are carried
out by PCR using primers containing the desired mutations. Enumeration of various types of amino acids in the
same position is achieved by using primers degenerate in
this particular position (i.e. using the set of primers differing by just one amino acid inserted into this position by
means of mutation). Such primers have identical
nucleotide sequences except for the randomized
nucleotide triplet corresponding to the amino acid selected for mutagenesis.
Targeted randomization and mutagenesis with complete enumeration of variants. This group contains some
methodical approaches that include both random
changes of selected residues (randomization) and also
enumeration of all possible variants of amino acid substitutions within selected positions of residues (saturation
mutagenesis).
Optimization of CDR residues. Since simultaneous
optimization of all CDR residues is impossible due to
limited sizes of tested libraries, three approaches are used
to solve this problem: sequential modification of CDR
residues (“CDR walking”) [106], parallel modification of
CDR residues, and randomization of some CDR loops.
The first approach implies sequential optimization of
amino acid residues at various CDR sites. A fragment
sequence of antibody demonstrating increased affinity
and obtained due to optimization of previous CDR variants serves as a starting material for residue optimization
in each new cycle. The strategy of parallel optimization is
an alternative for the former approach; in this case various CDR fragments undergo independent optimization,
and then the best variants are pooled in a single gene. This
strategy is based on experimental data demonstrating an
additive effect during combination of non-interacting
mutations [207], and this frequently gives positive results
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 13 2010
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[105, 208, 209]. The advantage of this strategy is the rapid
preparation of the final product. However, lack of the
additive effect during combination of several mutations
has also been reported [106]. Sometimes saturating mutagenesis of only one or two principal CDR loops (usually
VL-CDR3 and VH-CDR3 and sometimes VH-CDR2)
results in an increase in affinity, possibly due to major
energetic contribution of these loops into the interaction
with the antigen [210-212].
Look-through mutagenesis. Look-through mutagenesis has been developed for total optimization of all six
CDR loops to improve antigen binding. Among 20 proteinogenic amino acids, this approach uses just nine (alanine, serine, histidine, leucine, proline, tyrosine, aspartate, glutamine, and lysine) representing the main amino
acid groups classified on the basis of physicochemical
properties of their side chains. For each CDR amino acid
position a series of mutant forms in which a wild type
residue is substituted for one of nine selected amino acids
is created. Then the CDR sites coding single amino acid
substitutions are linked to each other by DNA recombination followed by formation of scFv fragments containing combinations of single amino acid substitutions in
various CDR. After selection of resulting clones by their
antigen-binding capacity, genes of clones demonstrating
improved characteristics are sequenced for identification
of favorable mutations, which are then combined for
detection of synergistic mutations [200].
“Parsimonious mutagenesis”. Parsimonious mutagenesis is the method of preparation of antibody variants with
higher affinity by means of simultaneous and total mutagenesis of CDR residues in small libraries. Decrease in
the library size can be achieved by decreasing the number
of degenerated coding sequences (one codon for each
amino acid is selected) and limitation of the number of
enumerated amino acids at each position. Although, theoretically, for each amino acid position 19 substitution
variants exist, the method of parsimonious mutagenesis
uses only those variants that share chemical and/or steric
similarity with wild type residues. This approach is also
based on the principle that only a small proportion of
amino acids make the most substantial contribution to
antigen binding, whereas other amino acid residues of the
antigen binding site may be mutated for formation of
additional contacts with the antigen [17, 201].
Using the above described methods (random mutagenesis, in silico and rational design methods, targeted
mutagenesis) it is possible to prepare libraries of genetic
variants of investigated antibodies. High affinity variants
are subsequently selected by means of various display
methods that have been discussed in the chapter
“Preparation of Recombinant Antibodies de novo”. It
should be noted that in some cases it is nearly impossible
to prepare an antibody with affinity exceeding the affinity of its natural analogs. This may be attributed to the fact
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that during natural maturation of antibodies in vivo an
optimal combination of antibody residues demonstrating
the maximal affinity towards the corresponding antigen
has already been chosen during antibody selection. In this
case subsequent attempts to increase affinity of such antibody by using combinatorial methods will not result in a
derivative with higher affinity.

CONCLUSIONS
Antibodies are widely used tools for scientific studies, diagnostics, and therapy of various diseases. In many
cases practical use of recombinant antibodies and their
fragments has certain advantages over full-length antibodies obtained by the hybridoma method. Changing
amino acid sequence of antibodies by gene engineering
approaches, it is possible to improve such antibody characteristics as specificity, affinity, stability, pharmacokinetic parameters, effector parameters, tissue penetrating
capacity of antibodies, and their immunogenicity. By
modifying these antibody features it is possible to develop
a new generation of useful antibodies with improved
properties for solution of scientific problems and problems of clinical medicine. Subsequent promise for
improvement of antibody affinity includes preparation of
antibodies to therapeutically relevant antigens and also
creation of antibodies with ultrahigh affinity of 10–12 and
even 10–15 M [92, 96, 106, 121, 210, 213]. In the future
creation of antibodies with such high affinity will significantly extend field of antibody application in scientific
studies, diagnostics, and also as highly specific and effective therapeutics.
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Fig. 1. (E. P. Altshuler et al.) Structure of the IgG molecule. a) General scheme. The IgG molecule consists of two light chains (LC) and two
heavy chains (HC). Each LC consists of a variable domain (VL) and a constant domain (CL1), and each HC consists of one variable domain
(VH) and three constant domains (CH1-3). Two fragments are recognized in the IgG structure: the antigen-binding Fab-fragment and the Fcfragment performing effector functions. The Ig structure is stabilized by disulfide bonds (marked with red lines) connecting LC and HC and
also linking HC to each other. There are disulfide bonds inside each domain. b) Interaction between an antigen and the antibody Fab-fragment (three-dimensional structure of Fab-fragment from PDB, code 1CFN). The Fab-fragment includes LC and the HC N-terminal region
including VH and CH1 domains. Each Fab-fragment contains the antigen binding site (paratope) located in the region of heavy and light chain
variable domains. CDR loops are marked with red color. c) The antigen-binding site structure (three-dimensional structure of Fab-fragment
from PDB, code 1CFN). The antigen-binding site of each Fab-fragment consists of amino acid residues of six hypervariable loops (CDRloops) located on the surface of the LC and HC variable domains. The hypervariable loops are marked with color (L1-3 are the LC CDR loops
shown in the order of their location in the amino acid sequence; H1-3 are the HC CDR loops).

DNA
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Fig. 3. (E. P. Altshuler et al.) Increasing antibody affinity using the phage display method. A library of 108-109 variants of antibody fragments
(usually antibody scFv-fragments are used) exposed on the surface of M13 phage particles is incubated with an immobilized antigen (1).
Several washing steps remove low affinity phage particles (2), and then remaining bound phage particles are eluted (3). Particles selected after
the first cycle are amplified by infecting E. coli cells (4) for generation of a library enriched with variants of antibody fragments demonstrating
high affinity interaction with the antigen. This cycle is repeated from two to four times (5) until domination of the fraction of high affinity antibodies. Affinity of selected antibodies can be further increased by isolation of their genes from phage particles (6) and creation of new variants
using the mutagenesis method (7). The resulting genes are cloned into plasmids (8), which are used for transformation of E. coli cells (8); this
yields a new library of antibody fragments exposed on the surface of phage particles (9); this library can be used for the next selection (1) and
subsequent increase in affinity. The use of phage display results in selection of high affinity antibodies, and their genes can be isolated from
phage particles (6) for subsequent cloning and expression (adapted from [117]).
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